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Foreword

This Occasional Paper raises important issues regarding thinking about stable deterrence. It does not raise issues about the fundamental principles of deterrence: to confront the potential adversary with the potential for cost and risk far greater than the potential for benefit from an action inimical to our national interests. The issue is the validity of the calculation of cost and risk vs. benefit. Thinking in terms of Cold War and post-Cold War is not enough. The deterrence calculus did not change abruptly with the demise of the Soviet Union. Instead the scope of deterrence considerations and needs expanded. The cost and risk vs. benefit calculus became increasingly complex. With that, the complexity of the demands of a continuing stable deterrent also became increasingly complex. Stability is not served by no change; it is served by continuous change to meet changing needs. From 1945 to the mid-1980s, the overriding need was to deter armed conflict between NATO and the Warsaw Pact. We expected the balance of nuclear capabilities to make a major contribution to that need and they served that purpose. We did not expect those capabilities to deter other challenges to our national security interests and they did not. Now we face a world where the cost and risk vs. benefit calculus must address a wide range of potential national security challenges. This Occasional Paper offers deeper understanding of those challenges and the need to focus our thinking both deeper and more broadly. This is an important contribution to continuing effective deterrence.

Larry D. Welch, General, USAF (Ret.)
Executive Summary

During the early years of the Cold War, American civilians developed a particular nuclear deterrence paradigm that is known popularly as a “stable balance of terror” or “mutual assured destruction” (MAD). Despite these different labels, the common ingredient of this paradigm was the expectation that a reliable condition of US-Soviet mutual societal vulnerability to nuclear retaliation would ensure “stable” mutual deterrence. Generally, a stable condition was defined as one in which mutual deterrence would function reliably because neither side could have sufficient incentive to employ nuclear weapons first or take highly provocative steps that would risk nuclear war—the potential cost of mutual societal destruction would be too high. *Mutual US-Soviet societal vulnerability to nuclear retaliation* was expected to ensure an overpowering disincentive to either’s nuclear provocation or to large-scale conventional attacks that could escalate to nuclear war.

The Cold War stability paradigm has had enormous influence on declared US policies. Numerous official US public reports described US vulnerability to Soviet nuclear capabilities as stabilizing because stability required that Soviet leaders have confidence in their deterrence threat to the United States. Indeed, establishing and sustaining strategic stability has been an openly expressed, bipartisan US goal for decades and US policy declarations continue to identify deterrence “stability” as the overarching goal. Throughout much of the Cold War, US officials and government reports openly and regularly endorsed as stabilizing this condition of mutual vulnerability to retaliation.

*Destabilizing*, according to this stability paradigm, are strategic defensive forces such as missile defense that might
intercept an opponent’s forces enroute to their societal targets, and passive civil defenses such as sheltering that might help mitigate an opponent’s nuclear attack. So-defined destabilizing forces also include offensive capabilities with the combination of characteristics such as explosive power (yield), accuracy, and speed that might enable them to target an opponent’s military assets on the ground. Under the Cold War stability paradigm, such “counterforce” capabilities inevitably were deemed unnecessary for deterrence and destabilizing.

For decades, popular Western assessments of deterrence stability have continued to label US forces as stabilizing or destabilizing according to this typology. It established seemingly clear limitations on the types of forces that the United States should deploy or avoid to ensure deterrence stability.

Beginning in the mid-1970s, in response to the continuing Soviet buildup of nuclear and conventional capabilities, actual declared US nuclear policy openly shifted away from this Cold War deterrence paradigm, to include identifying some supposedly destabilizing counterforce capabilities as necessary for credible deterrence. By the mid-1980s, the United States openly discarded its earlier declarations that its strategic deterrent was based on a threat to destroy Soviet society, i.e., population and industry. As US deterrence policy evolved on a bipartisan basis, such “countervalue” deterrent threats were generally deemed to be insufficiently credible for deterrence purposes and immoral. That important fact, however, often is dismissed or ignored in popular Western commentary on US nuclear policy. Instead, the Cold War paradigm’s force typology based on the notion that stable deterrence should rest on mutual nuclear threats to society continues to be a prominent and enduring feature in popular commentary. There are even academic suggestions
that the Cold War paradigm’s definition of deterrence stability now be extended to North Korea.

For six decades, every declared US strategic policy/force structure evolution that has veered away from the Cold War stability paradigm and force typology—whether advanced by a Democratic or Republican administration—has had to fight through harsh domestic and foreign public criticism based on that sanguine paradigm. It remains the source of much popularly expressed: jargon used to discuss deterrence and nuclear forces; understanding of what constitutes a condition of deterrence “stability” and the characterization of US strategic forces as “stabilizing” or “destabilizing”; and, commentary on strategic arms control (i.e., to establish and codify stable deterrence).

Criticism of the US nuclear policy and force developments that were initiated by President Obama and President Trump, based on this Cold War stability concept and its associated force typology, often continues to dominate the contemporary public debate. Despite the fact that US declared policy has—on a fully bipartisan basis—long since departed from key tenets of the Cold War stability paradigm, its continuing prominence in critical commentary keeps much of the popular debate firmly anchored in the 1960s and a Cold War threat context that has little relationship to contemporary geopolitical realities.

The narrowness and parochialism of that stability paradigm rendered it a problematic basis for US policy during the Cold War and declared policy eventually departed from it in key ways. Those problems have been magnified greatly by post-Cold War geopolitical developments. Nevertheless, its enduring influence is why, after all these years, many commentators continue to assert that most US strategic armament programs—whether strategic missile defense, graduated response options, low-yield weapons, or any “new” capability—assuredly are
unnecessary and/or “destabilizing.” This is the critique from the familiar Cold War stability paradigm and associated force typology expressed in a new and radically different threat environment that renders that paradigm archaic.

New geopolitical realities call for a renewed popular understanding of both the conditions that constitute deterrence stability and associated guidelines for US and allied policies and capabilities that are more compatible with preventing war given post-Cold War realities. The most obvious of these new realities are: 1) the reported development, increasing sophistication and potential expansion of rogue state nuclear missile capabilities; 2) great power and rogue state coercive nuclear threats, including nuclear escalation threats apparently intended to help advance their revanchist goals of changing the established liberal post-Cold War order by military force if necessary and, 3) the emergence of a multidimensional international threat context, including adversaries with diverse Weltanschauungen (worldviews) and advanced military capabilities.

Continuing to base commentary regarding US policy and forces on the Cold War stability paradigm and its force typology risks: 1) assessing US forces according to an outdated metric that excludes key considerations with regard to deterrence, the assurance of allies, and non-proliferation; 2) missing US and allied deterrence needs that are driven by contemporary geopolitical realities much different from those of the Cold War; and, 3) expecting strategic stability to prevent attack when the basis for such a sanguine expectation may no longer exist and deterrence may be more fragile than expected.

In the post-Cold War era, deterrence stability may require very different policies and underlying US forces than those deemed stabilizing by the Cold War stability paradigm—as has long been recognized in US declared
policy. Nevertheless, the Cold War paradigm and its typology of forces remain the enduring basis for much continuing popular, vocal opposition to contemporary US deterrence policy and force posture programs. US and allied weapons programs often are tarred with the usual “destabilizing” label when, in reality, some level of those forces may now be essential to the deterrence of opponents and the absence of war.

Whether one believes that the current US missile defense and nuclear rebuilding programs are necessary for deterrence or not, it must now be recognized that the Cold War stability paradigm is inadequate for considering the question given the diverse threats and opponents the United States now confronts in a multidimensional international threat context. The public debate should finally catch up to the bipartisan evolution of declared policy and post-Cold War realities. Why is this important? Because sustained public support for effective Western nuclear deterrence may be critical to preventing future wars and to limiting the post-Cold War expansion of anti-democratic, authoritarian, indeed despotic, great powers.
In spite of our reliance on the idea that deterrence will work, we usually do not analyze carefully the basic concepts behind such a policy. This somewhat lackadaisical interest in bedrock concepts is probably related to a subconscious fear that our foundations cannot stand close examination.

Herman Kahn, *On Thermonuclear War*, 1960

**Introduction**

During the early years of the Cold War, American civilians developed a particular nuclear deterrence paradigm that is known popularly as a “stable balance of terror” or “mutual assured destruction” (MAD). Despite these different labels, the common ingredient of this paradigm was the expectation that a reliable condition of US-Soviet mutual societal vulnerability to nuclear retaliation would ensure “stable” mutual deterrence. Generally, a stable condition was defined as one in which mutual deterrence would function reliably because neither side could have sufficient incentive to employ nuclear weapons first or take highly provocative steps that would risk nuclear war—the potential cost of mutual societal destruction would be too high.

The reasoning behind the paradigm’s sanguine conclusion that deterrence could be so stable was not complex: for sensible US and Soviet leaders, no goal short of an imminent threat to national existence could be worth the risk of taking an action that could trigger the opponent’s possible nuclear retaliation. *Mutual US-Soviet societal vulnerability to nuclear retaliation* was expected to ensure an overpowering disincentive to either’s nuclear provocation or to large-scale conventional attacks that could escalate to nuclear war. The two superpowers were expected to be mutually deterred from such acts as their rational or
sensible responses to the overwhelming risks presented by the other’s threat of nuclear retaliation. The same mutual threat mechanism was expected to overshadow any plausible incentives opponents might have to employ nuclear weapons and thereby produce “stability”: “Thus mutual vulnerability was a central ingredient to strategic stability—but it was the vulnerability of one’s society, not of one’s weapons. This core insight would later form the logical underpinning of the concept of MAD…”¹

The Cold War stability paradigm has had enormous influence on declared US policies. As one commentator concludes: “Stability became an essential metric for evaluating nuclear forces, particularly regarding the wisdom of new nuclear capabilities and deployment options. Equally important, stability became the new rationale for US-Soviet nuclear arms control.”² Indeed, establishing and sustaining strategic stability has been an openly expressed, bipartisan US goal for decades and US policy declarations continue to identify deterrence “stability” as the overarching goal. For example, the 2010 Nuclear Posture Review (NPR) repeatedly refers to the goal of stability, usually in the context of describing nuclear policies or forces.³ The DOD’s 2013 public report on US

---

² Ibid., p. 34.
nuclear employment strategy repeatedly refers to the goal of “ensuring strategic stability with Russia and China.”4 The 2017 US National Security Strategy emphasized that the US nuclear policy goal is to “Maintain Stable Deterrence” and that arms control will be considered if it contributes to “strategic stability.”5

Throughout much of the Cold War, US officials and government reports openly and regularly endorsed as stabilizing this condition of mutual vulnerability to retaliation: destabilizing, according to this stability paradigm, are strategic defensive forces such as missile defense that might intercept an opponent’s forces enroute to their societal targets, and passive civil defenses such as sheltering that might help mitigate an opponent’s nuclear attack.6 Numerous official US public reports described US vulnerability to Soviet nuclear capabilities as stabilizing because stability required that Soviet leaders have confidence in their deterrence threat to the United States. A standard emphasis in the Arms Control Impact Statements of the US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency (ACDA) Posture (Washington, D.C.: United States Institute of Peace Press, 2009), p. xvii.


was that this concept of mutual deterrence and stability constitutes “the primary objective of both US strategic force modernization and US arms control policy,”7 and that the Soviet Union would enhance “stability” by deploying strategic nuclear forces that the United States could not counter.8

Because the Cold War stability paradigm equated the condition of assured mutual societal vulnerability to deterrence stability,9 US strategic capabilities were deemed destabilizing if they might threaten to provide some protection for US society by countering an opponent’s nuclear deterrent forces before or after their launch, thereby upsetting mutual vulnerability and deterrence stability. In short, “stability hinges on mutual vulnerability.”10

The Cold War paradigm’s charge against strategic defenses—that they undercut deterrence stability—continues to be heard frequently today. For example, those

---

7 This particular line is repeated in numerous impact statements. See for example, House of Representatives, Committee on Foreign Affairs, U.S. Senate, Committee on Foreign Relations, Joint Committee Print, Fiscal Year 1985 Arms Control Impact Statements, Statements Submitted to the Congress by the President Pursuant to Section 36 of the Arms Control and Disarmament Act (Washington, D.C.: USGPO, 1984), p. 95.


favoring missile defense are “those who believe the United States should possess the ability to win a nuclear war” in contrast to “those who prioritize the stability of mutual deterrence.”

Critiques of a successful 2020 US strategic missile defense test observe gravely and with certainty: “The world’s nuclear powers for decades have deterred each other by maintaining the mutual ability to destroy cities and military sites with atomic weapons. Once one country can stop nuclear-tipped ICBMs, that mutual deterrence breaks down.” Another negative critique of the same successful US missile defense test claims with the same certainty: “The consequences for strategic stability and future arms control are serious.” Why? Because, “promoting mutual vulnerability” enhances “stability.”


Yet another somber critique of the test states similarly: “The
danger of atom bombs being used again was already
increasing. Now it’s grown once more.”14 Such judgements
in opposition to US missile defense are derived from the
Cold War stability paradigm.

So-defined destabilizing forces also include offensive
capabilities with the combination of characteristics such as
explosive power (yield), accuracy, and speed that might
enable them to target an opponent’s military assets on the
ground.15 Under the Cold War stability paradigm, such
“counterforce” capabilities inevitably were deemed
unnecessary for deterrence and destabilizing.

For decades, Western popular assessments of
deterrence stability have continued to label US forces as
stabilizing or destabilizing according to this typology. It
established seemingly clear limitations on the types of
forces that the United States should deploy: “In order to
establish a mutual stability policy, it is necessary to classify
strategic systems as either stabilizing or destabilizing and to
avoid the latter.”16

Of course, an alternative approach to deterrence that
departed from this dominant Cold War stability paradigm

14 Andreas Kluth, “A Successful U.S. Missile Intercept Ends the Era of
Stability: Deterrence No Longer Works When One Power Can Shoot
Down Incoming Nukes,” Bloomberg Opinion, November 30, 2020,
available at https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2020-11-

15 See for example, Jerome Kahan, Security in the Nuclear Age: Developing
U.S. Strategic Arms Policy (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution,

16 Ibid., p. 272.
emerged in parallel with it, led most notably by the scholarly works of Herman Kahn, Albert Wohlstetter, and somewhat later, Colin Gray.\textsuperscript{17} It rejected the Cold War stability paradigm’s axiom that a large-scale threat to Soviet society would provide reliable deterrence stability and serve as the appropriate measure of adequacy for US deterrence force requirements.

Beginning in the mid-1970s, in response to the continuing Soviet buildup of nuclear and conventional capabilities, declared US nuclear policy openly shifted in the direction of this alternative approach to deterrence, to include identifying limited nuclear deterrence response options and some supposedly destabilizing counterforce capabilities as necessary for credible deterrence.\textsuperscript{18} And Harold Brown noted in 1979: “....it would be imprudent to place the United States in a position in which uncontrolled escalation would be the only course we could follow. Massive retaliation may not be appropriate, nor will its prospect be sufficiently credible in all circumstances to deter

\textsuperscript{17} See the detailed discussion of these two alternative approaches to deterrence and their respective assumptions and logic in, Keith B. Payne, \textit{Shadows on the Wall: Deterrence and Disarmament} (Fairfax, VA: National Institute Press, 2020), Chapters 2 and 3.

\textsuperscript{18} In 1974, Secretary of Defense James Schlesinger observed that all previous planned US options involved “literally thousands of weapons” and emphasized the deterrence need for limited nuclear response options. He announced publicly that the United States would introduce limited nuclear threat options to provide greater credibility for the deterrence of limited threats. He said this was made necessary because increased Soviet nuclear capabilities had rendered the credibility of large-scale US response options to limited attacks “close to zero.” See, James Schlesinger, \textit{U.S./U.S.S.R. Strategic Policies}, Testimony in, US Senate, Committee on Foreign Relations, 93\textsuperscript{rd} Congress, 2\textsuperscript{nd} Session, March 4, 1974, p. 9, see also, pp. 7, 12-13, 55. See also, James Schlesinger, \textit{Annual Defense Department Report, FY 1976 and FY 1977} (Washington, D.C.: USGPO, February 5, 1975), p. II-3-II-4; and, James Schlesinger, \textit{Annual Defense Report FY 1975} (Washington, D.C.: USGPO, March 4, 1974), pp. 32, 38-39, 42.
the full range of actions we seek to prevent. Effective deterrence requires forces of sufficient size and flexibility to attack selectively a range of military and other targets, yet enable us to hold back a significant and enduring reserve. The ability to provide measured retaliation is essential to credible deterrence.”

By the mid-1980s, the United States openly discarded its earlier declarations that its strategic deterrent was based on a threat to destroy Soviet society, i.e., population and industry. As US deterrence policy evolved on a bipartisan basis, such “countervalue” deterrent threats were generally deemed to be insufficiently credible for deterrence purposes and immoral (i.e., the intentional threat to focus enormous destruction on civilian targets). That important fact, however, often is dismissed or ignored in much popular Western commentary, and the force typology based on the

---
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notion that stable deterrence should rest on large-scale threats to society continues to be a prominent and enduring feature in popular discourse—particularly as the basis of contemporary arguments to constrain US strategic capabilities per Cold War stability guidelines.

In short, despite the evolution of declared US nuclear policy away from the 1960s Cold War stability paradigm, it has continued to dominate public debate about US policy.21 Its confident presumption that the combination of a large-scale US threat to an opponent’s society and the opponent’s rationality will provide stable deterrence was and remains the basis for most commonly expressed critiques of US deterrence policies and programs. Many commentators continue to express this confidence: “Since the Cold War, stability—and thus peace—has been preserved through the macabre reality of mutual assured destruction, or MAD. No nation will launch a first strike if it expects immediate retaliation in kind.”22

For six decades, every declared US strategic policy/force structure evolution that has veered away from the Cold War stability paradigm and force typology—whether advanced by a Democratic or Republican administration—has had to fight through harsh domestic and foreign public criticism based on that sanguine paradigm.23 It remains the source of much popularly


expressed: jargon used to discuss deterrence and nuclear forces; understanding of what constitutes a condition of deterrence “stability” and the characterization of US strategic forces as “stabilizing” or “destabilizing”; and, commentary on strategic arms control (i.e., to establish and codify stable deterrence).24 Most prominently, despite the evolutionary shifts in open US policy statements, the Cold War stability paradigm continues to underlie most criticism that the contemporary US nuclear policy and force developments initiated by President Obama and President

---

Trump are unnecessary or “destabilizing.”


strategic deterrence.” The Cold War stability paradigm’s continuing prominence in popular critical commentary keeps much of the public debate firmly anchored in the 1960s and a Cold War threat context that has little relationship to contemporary geopolitical realities.

This is a theoretical and historical study that examines several macro post-Cold War developments in international relations and describes why, in light of these developments, the powerful stability paradigm inherited from the Cold War and its force typology are not an adequate basis for public debate of Western deterrence policy. Finally, this study begins the discussion of an alternative approach to conceptualizing deterrence stability that is more suitable given the emerging geopolitical realities of the post-Cold War era.

Why is a more informed popular understanding of nuclear deterrence so important? The history of the 20th Century provides the answer: the failure of conventional deterrence led to two world wars that inflicted horrific suffering and misery upon the world, with as many as 100 million fatalities; and, the emergence and unbridled expansion of authoritarian, anti-democratic regimes inflicted similarly horrific suffering and misery upon the afflicted nations. Until the day that international relations become reliably cooperative and peaceful, sustained public support for credible Western nuclear deterrence will likely be critical to preventing a repeat of these two earlier scourges that inflicted so much suffering globally.

---


The Cold War Stability Paradigm and Post-Cold War Geopolitical Realities

By 2013, one of the most prominent contributors to the Cold War stability paradigm, Nobel Laureate Thomas Schelling, had identified its inadequacies given emerging post-Cold War realities. This was an extremely important but little noted observation—acknowledging how post-Cold War realities had upended the earlier accepted wisdom regarding deterrence stability:

Now we are in a different world, a world so much more complex than the world of the East-West Cold War. It took 12 years to begin to comprehend the “stability” issue after 1945, but once we got it we thought we understood it. Now the world is so much changed, so much more complicated, so multivariate, so unpredictable, involving so many nations and cultures and languages in nuclear relationships, many of them asymmetric, that it is even difficult to know how many meanings there are for “strategic stability,” or how many different kinds of such stability there may be among so many different international relationships, or what “stable deterrence” is supposed to deter in a world of proliferated weapons.29

Despite Schelling’s recognition of a new strategic environment and its implications for established notions of deterrence stability, with few exceptions, public commentary about stability and related forces—often citing Schelling’s earlier work—continues to be dominated by the

Cold War paradigm’s language and concepts. There are even some academic suggestions that the Cold War paradigm’s definition of deterrence stability now be extended to North Korea. Correspondingly, criticism of US initiatives, based on the Cold War concept of stability and its associated force typology, often continues to dominate the contemporary public debate about US nuclear programs.

The tendency has been to try to squeeze revisions in policies and programs into the jargon of the Cold War stability paradigm rather than acknowledge that while the goal of deterring war remains critical, the familiar Cold War stability paradigm and force typology are archaic. Their enduring influence is why, after all these years, many commentators continue to assert that most US strategic armament programs—whether strategic missile defense, graduated response options, low-yield weapons, or any “new” capability—assuredly are unnecessary and/or

30 See for example, Daniel Post, “Deterring North Korea,” op. cit.
32 “Now is the time to announce that the United States will reduce its strategic nuclear force to 1,000 (or fewer) strategic deployed warheads, invite Russia to do the same, and propose that the two sides agree to resume formal talks to regulate all types of strategic offensive and defensive weapons systems (nuclear and nonnuclear) that could affect strategic stability.” See, Daryl G. Kimball and Kingston Reif, “It’s time to cut America’s nuclear arsenal,” Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, September 30, 2016, (emphasis added), available at http://thebulletin.org/it%E2%80%99s-time-cut-america%E2%80%99s-nuclear-arsenal9942.
“destabilizing.” This is the critique from the familiar Cold War stability paradigm and associated force typology expressed in a new and radically different threat environment that renders that paradigm archaic.

The inherited Cold War stability paradigm and its familiar guidelines were developed for a geopolitical context that no longer exists. As the late French scholar Therese Delpech observed in 2012: “Public statements are still made on the necessity to preserve or even strengthen ‘strategic stability’ (generally to reassure Russia and China), but the meaning of these two words is increasingly unclear.”

New geopolitical realities call for a renewed understanding of both the conditions that constitute deterrence stability and associated guidelines for US and allied policies and capabilities that are more compatible with preventing war given post-Cold War realities. The most obvious of these new realities are: 1) the reported development, increasing sophistication and potential expansion of rogue state nuclear missile capabilities; 2) great power and rogue state coercive nuclear threats, including nuclear escalation threats apparently intended to help advance their revanchist goals of changing the established liberal post-Cold War order by military force if necessary; and, 3) the emergence of a multidimensional

---


international threat context, including adversaries with diverse Weltanschauungen (worldviews) and advanced military capabilities.

Continuing to base commentary on US policy and forces on the Cold War stability paradigm and its force typology risk: 1) assessing US forces according to an outdated metric that excludes key considerations with regard to deterrence, the assurance of allies, and non-proliferation; 2) missing US and allied deterrence needs that are driven by contemporary geopolitical realities much different from those of the Cold War; and, 3) expecting strategic stability to prevent attack when the basis for such a sanguine expectation may no longer exist and deterrence may be more fragile than expected.

Stability and Geopolitical Developments in the Contemporary Era: Rogue Missile Threats to the United States, Strategic Defense and Stability

North Korea apparently has deployed nuclear weapons and ICBMs and now has the capability to threaten US cities with strategic nuclear attack. It appears to be “determined to stay capable of putting the United States and its allies at risk,” and to have an “expansive vision of how to use [its] nuclear and missile programs” beyond “the mere ability to deter rivals,” including “to advance offensive objectives” such as political coercion to foster “the reunification of the Korean Peninsula on terms favorable to [Kim Jong Un’s] regime.”

Future proliferation could place similar capabilities in the


hands of additional states, such as Iran, with similar revisionist geopolitical goals and potential use for nuclear coercion. This development alone calls into question the Cold War stability paradigm and force typology as the continuing guide for contemporary US policy and forces.

How so? Because the most fundamental Cold War stability axiom is that mutual vulnerability to nuclear retaliation is synonymous with deterrence stability, the United States must correspondingly accept the opponent’s capabilities needed to threaten nuclear retaliation against US society. The United States ultimately did so vis-à-vis the Soviet Union during the Cold War. This view constituted much of the argument in favor of the 1972 ABM Treaty limiting strategic missile defense. ACDA described the

---


40 Indeed, Henry Kissinger described the great value of the ABM Treaty in terms of its contribution to sustaining mutual vulnerability: “As long as it lasts, offensive missiles have, in effect, a free ride to their targets.” Statement by Henry Kissinger in, U.S. Senate, Committee on Armed Services, Military Implications of the Treaty on the Limitation of Anti-Ballistic Missile Systems and the Interim Agreement on Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms, Hearings, 92nd Congress, 2nd Session (Washington, D.C.: USGPO, 1972), p. 121.
great value of the ABM Treaty as codifying stability via mutual vulnerability to missile attack.\textsuperscript{41}

The United States, however, has since decided to actively defend against a North Korean nuclear missile attack and withdrew from the ABM Treaty in 2002 for the stated purpose of finding protection against rogue state missile threats.\textsuperscript{42} Today’s strategic missile defense system exists for the purpose of defending against such threats.\textsuperscript{43} US policy appears to promote defending against rogue state missile threats, but—per the Cold War stability paradigm—not against great power strategic missiles as a matter of fact and policy.\textsuperscript{44} There is, however, one contemporary and one

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{41} “Each country thus leaves unchallenged the penetration capability of the other’s retaliatory missile forces.” United States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, Arms Control and Disarmament Agreements: Texts and Histories of Negotiations (Washington, D.C.: USGPO, 1982), p. 137.
\textsuperscript{44} The 2013 DOD public report on US nuclear strategy states, “The United States seeks to improve strategic stability by demonstrating that it is not our intent to negate Russia’s strategic nuclear deterrent.” Department of Defense, Report on Nuclear Employment Strategy of the United States, op. cit., p. 3. As Obama Administration senior DOD Policy official, Brad Roberts, has stated, “In the name of strategic stability, the administration committed to maintaining a homeland
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prospective problem with an apparent policy of deploying strategic defenses against the rogue missile threat to the US homeland but not against great powers as prescribed by the Cold War stability requirements.

First, much domestic and foreign criticism against any US strategic missile defense continues to be based on the Cold War stability paradigm and jargon. The desired US strategic defenses needed to protect against a rogue state’s missiles must continually contend with the long-familiar charge that they are destabilizing because they violate the old stability paradigm’s stricture against strategic defenses. Continuing US expressions of commitment to “strategic stability” invite this well-rehearsed opposition and appear to validate its veracity.

Second, while there seems to be a general consensus that US strategic defenses can now protect the United States against rogue state missile threats, an apparent policy of defending against rogue missiles while adhering to traditional stability concerns regarding defenses against great powers might not long be an option. One recent commentary on the subject asserts that, “Our current system of ground-based interceptors is aging and fast becoming incapable of countering the threat posed by North Korea’s limited arsenal.” Kim Jong Un reportedly has said that North Korea is developing nuclear weapons intended to penetrate missile defense systems. The retired Chief of Staff at North American Aerospace Command and US Northern Command, Major General Howard Thompson, has observed with regard to North Korean ICBM progress: “The North Koreans recently paraded out their largest ICBM we have seen to date. All of these


developments, taken together, threaten to overwhelm the existing Ground-based Midcourse Defense system, which was not designed or built to defeat this threat.”

As North Korean and possibly other rogue state missile capabilities reportedly mature, if US defenses keep pace, a manifest distinction between defending against rogue and great power strategic ballistic missile threats may no longer be practicable. The point at which such a possible distinction between defending against rogue and defending against great power missile threats could become so blurred is not clear. Some suggest it may be if rogue states are able to master technology such as multiple re-entry vehicles (MRVs) on strategic ballistic missiles. If continuing to defend against maturing rogue state missile threats were to blur the distinction between defending against rogue state and great power missile threats, the United States could be forced to choose between: continuing to expand its supposedly “destabilizing” strategic defenses to keep pace with growing rogue missile capabilities, or continuing to adhere to the traditional stability paradigm’s demand for mutual vulnerability vis-à-vis great powers. It might no longer be

48 Thompson, “Congress Holds the Key to Outpacing North Korea’s Nuclear Capabilities,” op. cit.


possible to thread this needle by pursuing a missile defense system intended to protect against the rogue nuclear missile threat without also purportedly destabilizing great power mutual deterrence. If so, the question the United States will face is whether to expand its strategic missile defense capabilities to keep pace with maturing rogue threats, or to limit its strategic missile defense in deference to the Cold War stability paradigm.\footnote{See the discussion in Brad Roberts, “Anticipating the 2021 Missile Defense Review,” \textit{RealClear Defense}, January 7, 2021, at https://www.realcleardefense.com/articles/2021/01/07/anticipating_the_2021_missile_defense_review_655612.html.}

The answer to this question could have enormous consequences. Deferring to the Cold War paradigm by intentionally conceding a condition of mutual vulnerability to states such as North Korea, as some already suggest,\footnote{“The new reality of North Korea’s capabilities—including the threat to the continental United States—demands careful thought about how Washington might influence nuclear decision-making in Pyongyang. A stable deterrence relationship requires making Kim feel secure about his arsenal, not insecure.” Ankit Panda, “The Right Way to Manage a Nuclear North Korea,” \textit{Foreign Affairs}, November 19, 2018, available online at https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/north-korea/2018-11-19/right-way-manage-nuclear-north-korea.} would obviously expand the list of opponents able to attack US society via nuclear missile strike. Doing so could also increase the prospects for rogue state coercive threats and attacks against US allies. If the United States is vulnerable to a rogue state’s nuclear missile attack, the reported questioning of US extended deterrence credibility likely would increase.\footnote{Such concerns already appear to exist according to some pertinent commentators. See for example, Michael Peck, “Why Does South Korea Want Ballistic Missiles? Because it Can’t Rely on America,” \textit{Forbes Online}, August 11, 2020, at https://www.forbes.com/sites/michaelpeck/2020/08/11/why-does-south-korea-want-ballistic-missiles-because-it-cant-rely-on-america/#2e0a0b8749db.} How could the United States credibly
extend nuclear deterrence to allies who are threatened by a rogue state if the US homeland itself were vulnerable to that rogue’s nuclear threat?54

Given post-Cold War developments, allies already reportedly question anew the credibility of US extended deterrence. A former US Ambassador to NATO now observes: “In Europe, allies wonder whether the United States would be willing to defend Poland or the Baltics if Russia were to threaten them with nuclear attack. In Asia, China’s growing military might and North Korea’s acquisition of long-range missiles have raised similar concerns about Washington’s nuclear commitments.”55

It is hard to conceive of a greater motivation for some allies to acquire their own nuclear capabilities than the undermining of US security assurances likely caused by US homeland vulnerability to rogue states—with a potential cascade of nuclear proliferation that could follow.56 South Korea’s reported short-lived pursuit of nuclear weapons during the Cold War apparently was driven by a decline in

54 During the Cold War, Colin Gray asked this same rhetorical question regarding the credibility of US extended deterrence threats when the United States itself is vulnerable to the opponent’s nuclear retaliation: “Why would not an American president be deterred from inflicting ‘unacceptable damage’ by the certain knowledge of the unacceptable character of the anticipated Soviet response?” See, “Targeting Problems for Central War,” in, Strategic Nuclear Targeting, Desmond Ball and Jeffrey Richelson, eds. (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1986), p. 172.


“South Korean confidence in the U.S. security commitment.” Post-Cold War developments may already be fanning those flames again. For example, according to a 2016 poll, 68 percent of South Koreans already “say that their nation should develop its own nuclear weapons.”

In short, unintended consequences of unalloyed obeisance to the Cold War stability formula regarding strategic defense now may be significant US societal vulnerability to rogue missiles (and to accidental/limited missile launches from any quarter), the loss of US extended deterrence credibility vis-à-vis rogue threats, and greatly increased pressure for nuclear proliferation among allies who see their security as tied to credible US extended nuclear deterrence. In contrast, constantly improving US homeland defenses may be essential if US goals continue to include defending American society against rogue missiles, extending credible deterrence and assurance to allies confronted by rogue states, and supporting nuclear non-proliferation. Given this post-Cold War geopolitical reality, advancing US strategic defenses to keep pace with rogue missile threats may properly be deemed stabilizing—contrary to the continuing frequent public criticism derived from the Cold War stability formula. Given post-Cold War developments, missile defense can no longer be dismissed reflexively as “destabilizing.” Doing so reflects archaic Cold War thinking; missile defense may now be critical for deterrence stability in some cases.


Stability and Geopolitical Developments in the Contemporary Era: Revanchist Goals and Coercive Limited Nuclear First-Use Threats

The Cold War stability paradigm presumed an opponent remarkably like the United States in its calculations, goals and decision making. The thinking on nuclear issues prominent in the United States was considered the standard for all rationality. The presumptions of rational decision making and that US patterns of thinking defined rationality were so prevalent that in many public studies of deterrence stability the contending parties were identified simply as comparable “Countries A and B,”\(^5^9\) with American-type values and calculations assumed for both.

If some Soviet nuclear views seemed exceptional or “primitive,”\(^6^0\) they were expected to advance naturally and “converge” with US views via exposure to the more sophisticated US thinking and as Soviet technology caught up with US technology: “…technology determines to a large extent the kind of strategic doctrines and policies that will be adopted by the superpowers. Thus, technology seems to have a leveling effect which subsumes political, ideological and social differences in various political systems.”\(^6^1\) In short, even if Russia’s 1960s nuclear thought seemed to focus on nuclear war-fighting vice mutual deterrence,


\(^{6^0}\) As described by Paul Warnke in, “The Real Paul Warnke,” *New Republic*, March 26, 1977, pp. 22-23.

Russian leaders could soon be expected to act and think like American leaders—a very comforting and convenient conclusion.

With this “mirror imaging” presumption, the Cold War paradigm is a reflection of a US worldview, but not necessarily that of any opponent. The difficulties involved in seeking to understand the characteristics of any country’s unique decision-making process as part of deterrence considerations could be avoided entirely: there is no need for the challenging work required to understand an opponent’s particular goals and motivations, or to comment on the motivations and perceptions underlying its threatening geopolitical goals. Mirror imaging alleviates any such need, and the restraints of a stable deterrence balance are assumed to overshadow the possible effects of all such factors on the opponent’s decision making and the functioning of deterrence. Academic Cold War deterrence stability studies frequently ignored these potentially critical distinctions among parties; quantitative stability studies were particularly explicit in doing so.

Mirror imaging and disregard of the possible idiosyncrasies of Soviet perceptions and decision making allowed profound predictions to be made easily about how deterrence would function and mutual deterrence stability—without regard for how Soviet domestic and foreign behaviors and calculations differed considerably from those of the United States. To be rational was defined according to familiar American thought patterns and thus the mutual stability formula could be above and beyond all such considerations vis-à-vis any rational opponent.

This assumption of key similarities between the parties included most prominently the expectation that the rational fear of nuclear retaliation would reliably deter the opponent’s employment of nuclear weapons:
Adversaries will not attack the United States, the thinking goes, because they know the United States would retaliate with overwhelming force, potentially involving nuclear weapons. The concept of deterrence assumes both sides are rational actors who ultimately desire survival above all else.\textsuperscript{62}

The presumed mutual deterrence threat of a stable balance of terror is: “if you strike me, I will retaliate massively.” This assumed implicit mutual understanding is expected to prevent either party from undertaking extreme provocations and thereby tends to serve the purposes of status quo powers seeking to preserve the established order. The presumption at the heart of the Cold War stability paradigm, that if states are not manifestly “irrational” they are reliably deterrable, remains prevalent in public discourse. The comforting expectation that follows from this enduring presumption is that deterrence stability functions reliably vis-à-vis all rational or “sensible” states.\textsuperscript{63}

However, a wholly pertinent post-Cold War geopolitical development in this regard is that some contemporary great powers and rogue states seem not to acknowledge as self-evidently decisive the restraints that a stable balance of terror is expected to place on them. Russia, China, and North Korea all appear to see the existing


international order as intolerably unfair to them and to have revisionist goals in opposition to the existing international order. They also appear to see the United States and allies as the impediments to their respective goals of recovering or attaining their desired positions in the sun—positions denied them by the supposedly malevolent West—and nuclear weapons as a coercive tool to help them change the system. Their apparent coercive use of nuclear threats to challenge the established order goes well beyond the assumed Cold War’s implicit stable deterrence agreement that, “if you strike me, I will retaliate massively.” Instead, it appears to be, “if you dare to resist my encroachment/provocation, I will strike you.” This type of threat presents an unprecedented challenge to the defense of an existing order. It is a coercive tool of a revisionist power.\(^64\) Iran also appears to be a non-status quo power seeking hegemony in the Middle East and may similarly see nuclear weapons as such a potential coercive tool.

Cognitive studies show that decision makers often are willing to accept greater risk to recover that which they believe rightly should be theirs and has been lost.\(^65\) This is not simply an academic point. NATO now includes countries that were either captive nations within the Soviet Union or members of its alliance, and several of these new NATO members have significant Russian-speaking

\(^{64}\) Russia appears to use nuclear threats for purposes well below defensive goals involving national existence. Russia reportedly has, for example, said that “Danish warships will be targets for Russian nuclear missiles” if Denmark joins NATO’s missile defense system. See, “Russia Threatens to Aim Nuclear Missiles at Denmark Ships if it Joins NATO Shield,” Reuters, March 22, 2015, at https://www.reuters.com/article/us-denmark-russia/russia-threatens-to-aim-nuclear-missiles-at-denmark-ships-if-it-joins-nato-shield-idUSKBN0MI0ML20150322.

minority populations. The desire to recover that which the
West has, in its view, unfairly taken, i.e., revanchism,
appears to be a powerful dynamic now underlying Russian
aspirations; it is a new dynamic beyond the ideology and
naked power politics that inspired Soviet Cold War
expansionism. The 2017 *National Security Strategy* states
that, “Russia seeks to restore its great power status and
establish spheres of influence near its borders” in an
attempt “to shape a world antithetical to U.S. values and
interests.” Britain’s well-regarded International Institute
for Strategic Studies describes the situation concisely:
“Russia’s armed forces are today a capable military tool that
Moscow has demonstrated a willingness to use or to
threaten the use of,” and, Russia is “increasingly trying to
exert control in neighbouring states.”

The prospect for Russia moving in this disturbing
direction was described well in 1992 by Walter Slocombe, a
senior DOD official in the Carter and subsequently Clinton
Administrations: “For a long time there will be a danger of
a Russian relapse that could bring to power a nationalistic,
militarized, and possibly adventurist regime in

---

66 A 2020 study by the US State Department captures this contemporary
Russian dynamic: “Russia seeks to restore its sphere of influence, both
in the countries of its so-called ‘near-abroad’ (e.g., Ukraine and Georgia)
and by acquiring client states farther afield (e.g., Syria) through the use
of blatant military aggression, proxy forces, political and military
subversion….The Kremlin is also notably risk-tolerant in its policy
choices, not shying away from reckless gambles and extravagant
provocations…” US Department of State, “Competitive Strategy vis-à-
vis Russia and China,” *Arms Control and International Security Papers*,
Vol. 1, No. 6 (May 2020), p. 3.

67 The White House, *National Security Strategy of the United States of

68 Quoted in Edward Brown, “Russian Military Strongest Since COLD
WAR – Experts Issue Worrying Nuclear Weapons Warning,” *UK
Express*, October 2, 2020, at:
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1342668/Russia-news-
Vladimir-putin-cold-war-military-nuclear-weapons-poisoning.
Moscow….such a regime would have vast military—and particular nuclear—forces at its disposal…. Military, including nuclear, threats would surely be part of such a regime’s bullying diplomacy.”  

The Russian relapse anticipated by Slocombe certainly appears to have taken place.

Russia’s apparent revanchist drive to reintegrate the political order in Europe under its hegemony, including by military force, is reflected in its illegal territory-grabbing operations against Georgia in 2008 and Ukraine since 2014. In neighboring Lithuania, Russia’s foreign and security policies are now considered “the main threat to Lithuania’s national security” and to the country’s territorial integrity.

It is critical to understand, as a recent State Department report observes: “Russia is working to expand the capabilities of its armed forces, including its nuclear forces, in order to give it more tools with which to accomplish these objectives.” Russia’s nuclear doctrine appears to include coercive limited nuclear first-use threats intended to paralyze prospective NATO military opposition in the event conflict erupts from its expansionist drive, i.e., “If you dare to resist my encroachment/provocation, I will strike you.” In Russian parlance this apparently is euphemistically referred to as de-escalating a conflict because the West stands down.

---


72 See the sources cited in footnote 35 above. See also, Michael Kofman, et al., Russian Strategy for Escalation Management: Evolution of Key
possible chosen means, i.e., nuclear coercion, to work around US stable deterrence constraints expected to limit Russia’s use of force in support of its expansionist goals.

This appears to be more than just talk. US Ambassador Marshall Billingslea observes that, “Russia continues to behave as though there’s some sort of distinction between the use of strategic versus tactical nuclear weapons. This likely is because their war plans for invading NATO territory contemplate scenarios where they would employ a battlefield [nuclear] strike, believing NATO would capitulate, rather than retaliate…. we know that Putin

thinks that a nuclear war can be won, and his people are constantly wargaming and planning on how to fight one.”

Russia reportedly put its nuclear forces on alert during the 2008 war with Georgia and, after seizing Ukrainian territory, Russian military leaders reportedly raised the issue of limited Russian nuclear escalation should NATO intervene in response to Russian aggression in the Crimea.

Correspondingly, senior Ministry of Defense officials in Latvia, a NATO ally bordering Russia, reportedly fear “as the most dangerous scenario” a Russian blitzkrieg attack under the cover of nuclear weapons: “If you should look at Russian exercises, then you would see that they are exercising for such a scenario.”

---


Russia appears to leave open the option of threatening limited nuclear first use and to see this coercive strategy as part of its “theory of victory.” How does this development cast doubt on the established Cold War deterrence stability paradigm? Strategic stability, of course, is expected to preclude any such coercive employment of nuclear weapons; it is assumed to be outside the conceivable behavior of any rational leadership. The apparent post-Cold War development of Russian nuclear doctrine, however, suggests that such an “irrational” approach to nuclear weapons is indeed possible. US Strategic Command’s ADM Charles Richard has observed that, “The fact that Russia has several thousand non-treaty accountable [nuclear] weapons is evidence that they at least perceive a deterrence gap where they think they have an advantage and that we would not be able to respond.” This development alone demands questioning the Cold War stability paradigm’s assumptions of status quo, defensive deterrence goals and that no geopolitical goal could lead a rational opponent to risk initiating nuclear war.

In short, the sanguine expectation that no rational leadership would risk the employment of nuclear weapons now appears questionable in light of Russia’s revanchist goals and apparent notions of limited nuclear threats and employment. It must now be asked: how do new post-Cold

---


War realities affect the calculations assumed in the Cold War paradigm? For example, what nuclear risks are Moscow’s leaders now willing to accept to restore Russia’s past position, and how credible against Russian limited nuclear first-use threats (that may avoid US territory entirely) can be large-scale US balance of terror-oriented retaliatory threats to Russia when the consequence of executing such a threat for the United States would likely be its own destruction?

It should be noted that this discussion focuses on Russia, but there appear to be some parallels to China’s ruling Communist Party goals and threats in Asia.79 The Director of the State Department’s Policy Planning Staff, Peter Berkowitz, observes that, “Beijing’s long-term goal is to fundamentally revise world order, placing the People’s Republic of China (PRC)…at the center and serving Beijing’s authoritarian goals and imperial ambitions.” And, “China’s ambitions for global supremacy flow from the CCP’s overarching sensibility. That sensibility is authoritarian, collectivist, and imperial.”80 Japan’s Defense of Japan 2020 report describes China’s actions and goals in Asia in stark terms: “China has relentlessly continued unilateral attempts to change the status quo by coercion in


the sea area around the Senkaku Islands, leading to a grave matter of concern..... In the South China Sea, China is moving forward with militarization, as well as expanding and intensifying its activities in the maritime and aerial domains, thereby continuing unilateral attempts to change the status quo by coercion and to create a fait accompli.” 81

According to Secretary of State Michael Pompeo, China has “the world’s fastest-growing nuclear arsenal.” 82 ADM Richard has indicated that China is a growing threat, and is “on a trajectory to be a strategic peer and should not be mistaken as a ‘lesser included’ case.” 83 He also has observed that “They always go faster than we think they will, and we must pay attention to what they do and not necessarily what they say.” 84 While China’s declared nuclear “no first use policy” may seem to suggest that nuclear threats are not part of China’s coercive tool kit, senior US military officials reportedly have said that China’s “no first-use policy” is


“ambiguous.” Senior DOD official, Robert Soofer, has stated explicitly “I don’t believe China when they say they have a no first use policy,” and ADM Richard reportedly has said that, “I see China developing a stack of capabilities that would be inconsistent with a no first use policy,” and that one could “drive a truck through” the loopholes in the Chinese declared no first-use policy.

In September 2020, China’s Air Force apparently released a video of a simulated Chinese attack against America’s Anderson Air Force Base on Guam by a reportedly nuclear-capable Chinese H-6 heavy bomber.

---


The video apparently was released as China carried out military drills near Taiwan. US officials described the video as an example of China’s efforts intended to coerce others in the region.\(^{90}\) Collin Koh, a research fellow at Singapore’s Institute of Defence and Strategic Studies, commented that, “The video is meant to warn the Americans that even supposedly safe, rearward positions such as Guam may come under threat when conflicts over regional flashpoints, be it Taiwan or South China Sea, erupt.”\(^{91}\)

While not considered a great power, North Korea too appears to have revisionist/revanchist geopolitical goals and to see its growing nuclear capabilities as a tool for coercive diplomacy. A recent US Army assessment reportedly concludes that North Korea’s advanced capabilities are intended to enable “the regime to conduct coercive diplomacy through the potential threat of nuclear weapons and computer warfare.”\(^{92}\)

The Cold War stability paradigm is largely silent regarding such threats and offers no useful guidance. It understandably does not address Russian (or any other) limited coercive nuclear threats motivated by revanchist/expansionist goals, extreme nationalism, and the perception of an enduring zero-sum game with a


\(^{91}\) Quoted in, Yew Lun Tian, “China air force video appears to show simulated attack on U.S. base on Guam,” op. cit.

malevolent West. The paradigm essentially dismisses the possibility of such an employment of nuclear weapons as irrational. Yet, US opponents appear to have added to the classic implicit deterrence agreement, “if you strike me, I will retaliate massively,” the new order of coercive nuclear threat—one that supposedly is precluded by a condition of strategic stability: “if you dare to resist my encroachment/provocation, I will strike you.” The stability paradigm and its typology for judging US forces as “stabilizing” or “destabilizing” simply do not address the West’s possible post-Cold War need to provide credible deterrence threat options against such coercive limited nuclear threats serving revanchist goals.

The old forces typology associated with the stability paradigm misses these new realities. If expanding Russian nuclear capabilities and beliefs contribute to Russian confidence in its expansionist agenda and so encourage its aggressive behaviors, they very likely increase the risk of war in Europe, including nuclear war, and should be deemed destabilizing—regardless of how they fit into the Cold War stability typology of forces. There is no reason to assume that nuclear war can be limited following first use. But whether or not anyone in the West concurs is irrelevant to the challenge to deterrence stability emanating from Moscow’s apparent belief that it can be limited to Russia’s advantage. Correspondingly, Western nuclear policies and capabilities that deny/discourage Russia, China, and North Korea from believing that they can pursue coercive and

---

93 According to prominent Russian commentator Alexi Arbatov, such a view is a common belief in Moscow. See Pavel Felgenhauer, “Russia Prepares for War with the US and NATO,” Eurasia Daily Monitor, Vol. 10, Issue 48, March 14, 2013, at https://www.jamestown.org/single/?no_cache=1&tx_ttnews%5Btt_news&5D=40592.

94 Colin Gray, for example, had no confidence that nuclear employment, once initiated, would remain limited. Colin S. Gray, Theory of Strategy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2018), pp. 122-123.
militarily aggressive agendas may be stabilizing—again, regardless of the Cold War’s force typology.

Yet, predictably, US efforts to help address this problem via deterrent options that provide greater flexibility and discrimination are routinely opposed in public debate as being destabilizing.\(^95\) They simply do not fit the Cold War’s typology of stabilizing forces. But that does not mean that they now are incompatible with deterrence or are destabilizing given post-Cold War threat realities. When now considering what constitutes a condition of stability and the categorization of forces as stabilizing or destabilizing, the many possible departures from the Cold War stability paradigm’s mirror-imaging presumptions must be considered, including the seeming geopolitical reality of Russian (Chinese, North Korean, or other) revanchism and related purpose of Russia’s nuclear first-use threats.

Indeed, the deterrence requirement for flexible and discriminate US threat options has long been accepted on a bipartisan basis.\(^96\) Air Force Lt. Gen. Richard Clark, the Deputy Chief of Staff for Strategic Deterrence, reportedly observed recently that the US requirement for “a wide range of nuclear weapons” follows from the need to deter opponents from believing that they could secure an advantage via the employment of nuclear weapons in the


\(^{96}\) See for example, President’s Commission on Strategic Forces, Report of the President’s Commission on Strategic Forces (April 1983), op. cit. See also, Slocombe, “The Future of U.S. Nuclear Weapons in a Restructured World,” op. cit., pp. 58-59.
first place: “What we’re trying to prepare ourselves to do is to respond with whatever force is necessary in a nuclear environment. It’s not so much to fight tactically. Really, the ultimate goal here is to deter. We want to raise the threshold of using nuclear weapons, whether strategic or non-strategic…to the highest level possible.”

This deterrence goal and related flexibility of US threat options should no longer be castigated reflexively as destabilizing, regardless of the enduring prominence in US public debate of the now-antiquated Cold War force typology.

In short, a revised understanding of what constitutes a condition of stable deterrence and the labeling of forces as stabilizing or destabilizing must take into consideration the prospect of opponents’ revisionist/revanchist geopolitical goals and coercive uses for nuclear weapons. The Cold War stability paradigm’s mirror-imaging presumption that opponents perceive and calculate similarly along familiar Western lines, and thus see nuclear weapons as unusable save for defensive deterrence purposes, is convenient and comforting. But it leads to problematic and potentially dangerous expectations and conclusions.

---

Stability and Geopolitical Developments in the Contemporary Era: Deterrence Stability in a Multidimensional Threat Environment

The Cold War strategic deterrence “balance” was bipolar and, as noted, the stability paradigm was built on the presumption of a Soviet leadership that was similar to—indeed the “mirror image” of—the US leadership in ways pertinent to deterrence. And, for deterrence purposes the United States reportedly considered other powers to be subsets of the Soviet Union.98 If other countries could be considered a “subset” of the Soviet Union for deterrence purposes, then US deterrence policy and capabilities able to deter the Soviet Union reasonably could be deemed more than capable of deterring the threats posed by lesser “subset” nuclear powers.

This bipolar approach to stability considerations simplified the deterrence problem enormously: if all opponents could be subsumed under the Soviet Union, and Soviet deterrence calculations were assumed to be the mirror image of US calculations, the functioning of deterrence could be deemed easily predictable. The common rational fear of US nuclear retaliation would reliably deter all opponents save the irrational. Those assumptions, however, were problematic even during the bipolar Cold War; they are manifestly absurd in the contemporary multidimensional threat environment.

---

US strategic deterrence goals now include preventing Russian, Chinese, and North Korean nuclear attack,\(^{99}\) and the requirements for deterrence may vary significantly. Additional opponents and types of threats may well join this list if the geopolitical environment continues to shift and countries, including Iran, continue to pursue advanced military capabilities.\(^{100}\) The expanded set of opponents in the future may include a de jure or de facto alliance of great powers in opposition to the United States. China’s Foreign Minister Wang Yi reportedly has emphasized the need to “deepen China-Russia comprehensive strategic cooperation...so as to build a Sino-Russian pillar for world peace and security and global strategic stability.”\(^{101}\) The notion that a single US deterrence strategy can cover the gamut of potential deterrence challenges is convenient and comforting, but heroically imprudent.

The expanded set of opponents has been paralleled by an equally significant expansion of the types of threats those opponents may pose. This contemporary international threat environment is not simply “multipolar” in the sense of multiple great powers in competition. “Multipolar” and “competition” do not capture the diversity of the actual international threat environment. It is, instead, characterized by a diversity of new opponents, cultural norms and worldviews, including great powers, in various

---

\(^{99}\) The 2018 Department of Defense Nuclear Posture Review focuses deterrence attention on these prospective opponents. See, pp. 6-13, 29-33.


levels of hostile engagement and armed with unprecedented types of capabilities. Calling this post-Cold War context a “competition” substitutes a benign euphemism drawn from sports—as if US relations with Russia, China, North Korea and Iran are reliably rules-based and refereed by impartial officials with authority and power. In fact, there are no reliably enforced rules, few norms, and no such referees. Instead, there is a range of serious conflicts of interest, conflicting perceptions and goals, with the potential for great violence, possibly including a spectrum of weapons of mass destruction (WMD).  

Several implications of this shift to a multidimensional global threat environment may now be seen. Perhaps most basically, given contemporary post-Cold War realities, a condition of great power mutual societal vulnerability at the strategic level, i.e., “stability,” cannot prudently be assumed to ensure the absence of opponents’ nuclear employment at the regional level. The prospects for great power nuclear war cannot be isolated or insulated from the potential for war at the regional level. Our understanding of stability and the forces compatible with stability must catch up to this reality. Stabilizing forces in this post-Cold War environment must now be recognized as including those regional and strategic capabilities needed to help deter Russian, Chinese, North Korean or Iranian aggression against US allies—aggression that could easily escalate to a much wider conflict. The Cold War paradigm’s typology is far too narrow and rigid; it often leads to US and allied forces being tarred with the usual “destabilizing” label when, in reality, some level of those forces may now be essential for credible, resilient deterrence and the absence of war. For example, as already discussed, allied theater and

homeland missile defenses often continue to be criticized as destabilizing because they do not fit the Cold War paradigm’s definition of stabilizing forces.

In addition, as noted, the Cold War stability paradigm presumes key similarities in US and opponent decision making and behavior. This presumption typically is reflected by the expressed expectation of “rational” or “sensible” behavior (as those qualities are defined by Western observers). This understanding of sensible behavior in a stable balance essentially denies the possibility of an opponents’ employment of nuclear weapons or highly provocative behavior that could easily escalate to nuclear war. But, the expectation of stability—based on this presumption and definition of rationality—can be upset by a variety of factors that can affect an opponent’s decision making—none of which necessarily involve irrationality.

Opponents need not be irrational for deterrence not to function according to the presumptions of the Cold War paradigm. The Western understanding of what constitutes rational, sensible deterrence behavior can be challenged by the enormous variation in diverse opponents’ beliefs, perceptions, goals, values, tolerances, cultural definitions of reasonable behavior, and modes of decision making and communication. Variations in these characteristics can be the dynamic for decision making that is not irrational but falls outside the boundaries of the definition of rational central to the Cold War stability paradigm. These types of factors can be seen in past decision making that led to actions or behavior that was inexplicable, or judged irrational at the time by outside observers. US deterrence

103 See the lengthy discussion of this point with numerous historical illustrations in Keith B. Payne, ed., Understanding Deterrence (London: Routledge, 2013).
104 See Keith Payne, Deterrence in the Second Nuclear Age (Lexington, KY: University Press of Kentucky, 1996), pp. 79-119; and, Keith Payne, The
policies and forces must be resilient to these diverse factors affecting opponents’ decision making.

By positing a common, narrow and familiar definition of what constitutes rational behavior, the Cold War stability paradigm assumes away the effect that the diversity of a multidimensional threat environment introduces to the functioning of deterrence and establishes expectations that deterrence will function reliably—even mechanistically—based on a particular formula—as if it can be understood according to physical laws. But the functioning of deterrence, unlike physics, is not predictable in detail because it is subject to the vicissitudes of human perceptions, opinion and decision making. Long-range prediction regarding geopolitics “is more like looking at a fog bank and trying to see what shape is in the fog. What is it that you can kind of see but can’t fully make out?”

Some opponents may perceive and calculate risks and costs in ways wholly outside the rational boundaries presumed by the stable deterrence paradigm. The ease and convenience of the stability paradigm are comforting—which is one of its great attractions. But, it is wholly inadequate for the real world of deterring war in a multidimensional threat environment.

The character of what constitutes a stable deterrence relationship may shift significantly depending on the opponent’s goals, worldview and unique calculation of cost, risk and benefit. Movement from a bipolar deterrence context to one involving multiple and diverse opponents, including opaque rogue states, increases the chances that opponent decision making will be outside the mirror-imaging expectations of the Cold War stability paradigm.

---


Increasingly diverse opponents and threats expand the prospects that unexpected/unpredictable factors outside of the presumed Western definition of “rational” will drive or contribute to an opponent’s decision making. The convenient assumption of comparably rational, predictable decision making underlying the stable deterrence paradigm is likely to prove increasingly mistaken, as correspondingly will its expectations of how deterrence should function and its typology of forces as stabilizing or destabilizing. Yet, deterrence must now serve to protect the United States and allies against a very diverse set of players and threats.

The Cold War stability paradigm and typology of stabilizing and destabilizing forces hardly capture the range of policies and capabilities that may be necessary for deterrence and stability in a threat environment that contains “a bewildering variety of poisonous snakes,”106 some of which are far from transparent in their decision making. An understanding of stability revised for the post-Cold War threat environment must take into account the reality that diverse opponents are likely to have differing definitions of what constitutes sensible calculations and behaviors—including those that are contrary to the calculations and behaviors presumed in the parochial Cold War stability paradigm. Indeed, some opponents appear not to want stability as commonly understood in the West, but rather to promote instability.

It is apparent that, in an increasingly diverse threat context, deterrence is increasingly unlikely to function predictably as expected per the Cold War stability paradigm. The policy and force posture requirements for deterrence may now be as varied as the opponents and contexts within which deterrence must function. The diversity of opponents suggests the need for a spectrum of

---

106 As described by President Clinton’s Director of Central Intelligence, R. James Woolsey in, Statement Before the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, February 2, 1993, (Mimeographed prepared statement), p. 2.
deterrence threats and supporting capabilities that differ from the Cold War paradigm’s narrow focus on mutual, massive societal threats. Those Cold War guidelines reject a broader range of offensive options and defensive capabilities as destabilizing,\(^\text{107}\) and by doing so may well entail a force posture that is too narrow to meet credible deterrence needs given post-Cold War realities. In some cases, perhaps the Cold War paradigm’s assumptions about behavior and associated typology of forces as stabilizing or destabilizing will be suited to the opponent and context. In other cases, however, the opponent may follow very different patterns of decision making and behavior, and the needed US deterrence policy and force posture may be wholly different from those compatible with the aged stability paradigm.

A range of US deterrent threat options may be necessary for at least two basic reasons. Different opponents will: 1) likely value a variety of types of assets, and a range of US nuclear (and other) capabilities may be necessary to hold those assets at risk for deterrence purposes; and, 2) likely perceive and calculate risk and value differently, and a range of graduated threat options, including very limited nuclear options, may be necessary if US deterrent threats are to be sufficiently credible and resilient. The deterrence policy and force posture consistent with the Cold War stability paradigm is far from flexible in this sense; it mandates a very narrow set of capabilities and its credibility may be particularly suspect in the limited nuclear threat scenarios that now appear prominent.

In short, a prudent requirement that follows from an increasingly multidimensional threat environment is a broad range of deterrent options—some of which will fall outside the Cold War paradigm’s definition of stabilizing.

This credible deterrence requirement for flexibility, i.e., a spectrum of options, is not new—but it likely is magnified greatly by the post-Cold War multiplication of opponents and threats. Given the uncertainties involved in opponents’ perceptions, calculations and decision making, nothing can reliably “ensure” deterrence. But a broader and more diverse range of threat options than is accepted under the Cold War stability paradigm may usefully help to expand the parameters for deterrence to apply to opponents who require other than a potentially incredible threat of massive societal destruction to be deterred. A spectrum of deterrence threat options seems only prudent in the post-Cold War threat environment given the diversity of opponents and threats and the potential variability of their decision making. As already discussed, on a wholly bipartisan basis the United States has long concluded that the narrow capabilities of the Cold War stability paradigm are inadequate to maintain credible deterrence. Yet, for many commentators the Cold War paradigm remains the basis for their criticism of US policies and nuclear programs, particularly their criticism of the Obama and Trump Administrations’ nuclear programs.

For example, the stability paradigm’s underlying assumption that leaderships are essentially alike and predictably deterred by a known level and type of threat is the basis for claims such as: “The submarine force alone is sufficient to deter our enemies and will be for the foreseeable future;”

"Why do we need the new LRSO [long range standoff cruise missile]? We don’t, unless you think America should be prepared for a protracted, all-out
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108 See, Harold Brown, _The Department of Defense Statement on Strategic Military Balance: Military Assessment_, before the U.S. Senate, Committee on Foreign Relations, op. cit., p. 3.
109 Perry, “Why It’s Safe to Scrap America’s ICBMs,” op. cit.
war with the old Soviet Union;”\textsuperscript{110} “The reality is that ICBMs are not needed to deter Russia or any other nation from attacking the United States with nuclear weapons;”\textsuperscript{111} and finally, “Washington and Moscow...could maintain viable nuclear deterents with just 100 nuclear weapons on each side.”\textsuperscript{112}

Such definitive and precise claims about the US force posture adequate for deterrence, now and in the future, are wholly speculative. They lay claim to knowledge that does not exist by assuming that opponents’ perceptions and calculations are predictable, the future functioning of deterence is predictable and, correspondingly, the future requirements for deterrence are predictable in detail. But, in a multidimensional threat environment the functioning of deterrence is not so conveniently mechanistic or predictable. Prudence demands that the potential range of requirements necessary for deterence stability be considered more broadly than the Cold War stability typology mandates because resilient deterrence requirements can vary greatly in a threat environment that is so diverse and dynamic. ADM Richard reportedly presented precisely this point in contrast to assertions that


\textsuperscript{111} William D. Hartung, “ICBMs Are Obsolete and Dangerous, And Should Be Eliminated: America would actually be more secure if it only had nuclear submarines and nuclear bombers,” \textit{National Interest Online}, October 14, 2020, at https://nationalinterest.org/blog/buzz/icbms-are-obsolete-and-dangerous-and-should-be-eliminated-170666.

one or more “legs” of the US strategic nuclear triad of forces can be eliminated without endangering deterrence: “If you take away the ICBM leg, in fact, if you take away any leg, you just took away a stack of attributes that we have found useful [for deterrence] in the past and see being useful in the future…which means you just narrowed the range of situations that we were able to effectively deter.”

Some tenets of the Cold War paradigm remain reasonable, including that nuclear systems should be: 1) as survivable as possible so as not to tempt attacks on them; 2) safely and securely maintained; 3) under constant control; and, 4) sufficient to hold at risk opponents’ valued assets. These requirements seem critical so long as the United States sustains nuclear weapons, and to pertain regardless of the broader deterrence requirements that follow from the reality of multiple, diverse opponents with varying perceptions and decision calculi.

The critical question now posed is: how expansive/flexible must Western deterrence capabilities be to support stable deterrence in a multidimensional threat environment? In theory, many forms and types of nuclear capability could contribute to deterrence. In practice, however, resources are always limited, as likely are the actual force requirements to maintain deterrence as well as possible. The need for flexibility and resilience to support deterrence stability is obvious, but cannot be a “blank check” for any and all types of nuclear capabilities: an open-ended requirement cannot be met and provides no basis for discernment. The question, therefore, is what capabilities are needed and how much risk is prudently acceptable to

---

not have the full range of deterrent capabilities that could contribute to deterrence in the future?

Unfortunately, there is no methodology that allows a definitive, granular answer to this question “how much is enough?” for deterrence—as convenient and comforting as it would be to have such an answer. However, clear-eyed and ongoing assessments of opponents and potential opponents to better understand how best to approach strategies of deterrence in practice, given their various perceptions, goals, values, capabilities and channels of communication, can help establish general parameters and priorities for the range of forces actually needed to support deterrence. Certainly enough already is known to get past the narrow, fixed and parochial guidelines of the Cold War paradigm—a primary goal of which reportedly was to simplify and minimize the definition of deterrence requirements.114 Those guidelines and their associated finely tuned measure of “how much is enough,” and typology of forces as stabilizing or destabilizing, once barely plausible, are now far from prudent given the extreme importance of deterring nuclear war as well as possible, and the inherent uncertainties involved. They leave little room for capabilities outside the archaic Cold War typology—some of which now may be necessary for deterrence stability or for hedging against the inherent uncertainties regarding requirements.

In summary, the threat context assumed in the Cold War stability paradigm, understandably, is bipolar and also presumes an opponent whose decision making is governed by a familiar American worldview. Other opponents are relegated to “subset” consideration. The paradigm’s logic and typology of forces are coherent only in this simplified threat context. This assumed context renders consideration
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of deterrence and stability extremely convenient and facilitates comforting conclusions: the functioning of deterrence is reliably predictable and, correspondingly, the necessary stabilizing deterrent force posture required is known and very limited. These are the reasons why that stability paradigm is so attractive.

It is, however, difficult to understate the degree to which the reductionist simplicity of this stability paradigm now misses the real-world realities of the international threat environment. The assessments of deterrence and stability deemed prudent in much public commentary must finally take into account the transition from a bipolar to a multidimensional threat context. They must recognize the implications for deterrence stability of a much greater diversity of opponents and threats than is assumed in the archaic Cold War stability paradigm and its force typology.
Contemporary Realities and Resilient Deterrence: Rethinking the Cold War Stability Paradigm and its Force Typology

It is critical, of course, to continue to seek to reduce, to the extent possible, the prospects for nuclear war or major conflict that would likely escalate to nuclear war, i.e., stability. Toward that goal, a renewed popular understanding of deterrence stability must take into account the wide range of perceptions, values and goals among opponents. The Cold War paradigm’s presumed universal definition of rational behavior and its narrow force typology simply cannot be considered adequate given the diverse threats and opponents the United States now confronts in a multidimensional international threat context. In the post-Cold War era, deterrence stability may require very different policies and underlying US forces. This is an obvious, if inconvenient truth given the variability in leadership decision making and deterrence contexts.

There is a correspondingly obvious need for a new popular understanding of stability that recognizes how contemporary realities must shape deterrence strategies to prevent war. Moving popular understanding to a revised concept of stability that is more cognizant of contemporary realities, however, will be a significant challenge given how deeply ingrained in Western strategic thought and language is the old Cold War formula.

Bipartisan declared US policy has long since departed from some basic parameters of the Cold War stability paradigm. Yet, as already noted, language from that paradigm continues to be expressed in some official US public documents, and its force typology is a primary basis for public criticism of the Obama and Trump Administrations’ strategic modernization programs. The
thinking behind that criticism is a continuing vestige of the Cold War—although the authors of that criticism seem not to recognize its Cold War lineage. That stability paradigm established: the jargon we use to discuss the subject; an extremely convenient and comforting understanding of what constitutes stability; and, the typology for the associated force requirements. Despite its inadequacy for today’s deterrence considerations, it continues to provide the framework for commentators’ repetition of old arguments against any US policy or force element that falls outside its conceptual boundaries.

Russian and Chinese officials certainly appear to understand the continuing political power of the word “destabilizing” in the US domestic debate. They routinely describe virtually all US programs they dislike as “destabilizing,”115 while emphasizing their own commitment to “strategic stability.”116 These claims, although vapid and self-serving, advance an easy intervention into the US domestic debate by seemingly confirming domestic criticism that US systems are indeed “destabilizing.” Russia claims to be a “consistent proponent of reinforcing and improving strategic stability,”117 but certainly appears to interpret stability as demanding new


and expansive Russian nuclear capabilities that are wholly incompatible with America’s Cold War stability paradigm. Indeed, President Putin has presented Russia’s continuing, dramatic build-up of strategic nuclear weapons as fully consistent with stability, including new nuclear forces that are “years or even decades ahead of similar foreign systems.”

Deterrence stability rightly is a critical and enduring goal, but the route to stability is not the enduring, fixed path developed during the Cold War. Risking repetition, it must be concluded that assessing US policies and forces according to the stability paradigm inherited from the Cold War poses the great risks of: 1) judging US forces per an outdated “stabilizing-desstabilizing” typology that excludes key considerations with regard to deterrence, assurance of allies, and nonproliferation; 2) missing US and allied deterrence needs that are driven by contemporary geopolitical realities much different from those of the Cold War; and, 3) expecting strategic stability to prevent attack when the basis for such a sanguine expectation may no longer exist and deterrence may be fragile.

Expressed US geopolitical goals include a “stable” international order. Needed now is a corresponding popular understanding of deterrence stability and associated force metrics that can better serve to strengthen deterrence against nuclear war or major conflict given post-Cold War geopolitical realities. For example, prudence suggests that strategic defensive capabilities, to the extent feasible, must keep pace with rogue missile threats if credible extended deterrence, the assurance of allies, and nonproliferation remain priority goals. And because it seems particularly uncertain how deterrence will operate
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118 Ibid.
against rogue states such as North Korea or Iran in the future, expanding strategic defenses as needed to continue to help protect society against rogue state missile capabilities also seems only prudent, as does some protection against accidental/limited nuclear threats from any quarter. In contrast to the Cold War paradigm’s guidance, stability and prudence must now be recognized as including at least some level of homeland protection. Moscow certainly should not deem this unreasonable or destabilizing. Russia has for decades deployed, maintained and modernized a nuclear-armed strategic missile defense system that reportedly is considerably larger than the US system—presumably to defend against limited or third-country threats.

Finally, a deterrence condition cannot be considered stable if it allows opponents with revanchist, expansionist goals to believe that mutual deterrence at the strategic level—enforced by a “stable” balance of terror—enables them to envisage a “theory of victory” via limited regional nuclear threats or employment. US capabilities limited to the Cold War paradigm’s definition of stabilizing forces cannot prudently be considered adequate. They must also
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120 See Delpech, Nuclear Deterrence in the 21st Century: Lessons From the Cold War for a New Era of Strategic Piracy, op. cit., pp. 1, 12, 16, 27, 38, 111-112.

provide a credible deterrent response to the new limited nuclear threats posed by revanchist powers: “if you dare to resist my encroachment/provocation, I will strike you.” The countries pursuing such national goals and policies are not the United States or its nuclear-armed Western allies Britain and France—these are the states that appear committed to preserving a stable order. The central point here is simply that the potential for nuclear capabilities to be “destabilizing” lies not only in their technical characteristics, but in the particular national goals they are intended to serve.

In short, nuclear capabilities may be stabilizing or destabilizing depending on their owners’ goals and purposes for nuclear weapons—not simply their technical parameters. This reality, essentially ignored by the Cold War stability paradigm’s force typology and Countries A and B reductionism, must now be included in any serious post-Cold War public debate regarding what constitutes the condition of stability and the forces that contribute to or undermine that condition.

Most basically, to revise our understanding of stability, the metaphor of a balance of terror must be recast. Metaphors can be powerful in shaping perceptions, expectations and actions. The Cold War paradigm is based on the metaphor of balance and an equal distribution of weight which allows an object to remain upright or steady, i.e., in equilibrium. The line of gravity can be maintained with slight movements of the center of gravity if necessary. For deterrence stability to be preserved per the Cold War paradigm, both parties understand and seek equilibrium, often referred to as a “parity” in capabilities “to inflict massive ‘assured destruction’ [on the opponent] after suffering a surprise first strike.”

in a calculated way to maintain this equilibrium, including via self-restraint to a narrow range of acceptably stabilizing adjustments to their strategic capabilities. The parties to this deterrence interaction do not need to be consciously cooperative or have amicable relations for stability. Their rationality and mutual retaliatory capabilities are all that is needed to orchestrate deterrence stability.

The expectations generated by this metaphor of balance and equilibrium are profound: 1) Rational opponents are very unlikely to seek to upset a stable balance by seeking advantage and asymmetrical capabilities, i.e., move beyond “parity,” because doing so is unnecessary for deterrence, technically improbable, and risky;\(^{123}\) 2) any actual employment of nuclear weapons would be so mutually destructive that no rational opponent would resort to nuclear employment unless its very existence was threatened, and; 3) so long as the United States maintains its side of the balance of terror and refrains from moves deemed destabilizing, mutual deterrence will reliably, mechanistically prevent opponents’ severe aggression, i.e., the preservation of stability is within our power/control vis-à-vis all rational opponents. These expectations are extremely convenient and comforting.

Six decades of public debate in the United States reveal the prevalence of these expectations that follow from the Cold War stability paradigm. They have been and continue to be the basis for arguments seeking to limit US policies and capabilities to the narrow confines of that paradigm. If, however, these expectations are based on antiquated
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123 In 1965, Defense Secretary McNamara confidently said along these lines that the Soviet Union would not even seek nuclear capabilities equal to those of the United States. Quoted in Van Cleave, “The US Strategic Triad,” op. cit., p. 64. The same comforting assertion is now often made about China in public discourse.
assumptions about opponents and context, then they are a potentially dangerous basis for judging US policy and requirements.

The expectations generated by a metaphor which suggests that stability follows reliably from rationality and a symmetry of societal threat capabilities—an easily orchestrated balance—do not recognize the possibility of great variability in opponents. That variation could include their differing interpretations of rational goals, intentions, risk and gain—and ultimately behavior—all of which create the potential demand for a spectrum of counteracting weights or forces to preserve deterrence stability. As discussed, the national drive of multiple great and rogue opponents is to alter the existing geopolitical order, and those revisionist powers appear to see regional nuclear coercion, and possibly even employment, as acceptable means to advance their goals. Consequently, a more apt stability metaphor is the blocking and channeling of rising torrents of water in diverse rivers and streams that will expand beyond their established banks where and when there is an opportunity and nothing to prevent flooding. The necessary system of resilient levees and dams must prevent flooding in the context of good weather and hurricanes.124

This metaphor of controlling multiple rising torrents of water in wide-ranging conditions suggests very different deterrence requirements than the Cold War paradigm’s metaphor of a self-orchestrating bilateral strategic balance

124 Herman Kahn suggested the metaphor of building a structure that can stand “under stress, under hurricane, earthquake, snow load, fire, flood, thieves, fools and vandals…. Deterrence is at least as important as a building, and we should have the same attitude toward our deterrent systems...there will be loads of unexpected or implausible severity.” Herman Kahn, On Thermonuclear War (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1960), pp. 137-138. I find this metaphor now to be inadequate because no fixed structure, however sturdy, is likely to be sufficiently adaptable in a highly dynamic threat environment.
that is in equilibrium—sustained reliably by the opponents’ comparably sensible calculations and caution. That paradigm does not recognize the significance of the uncertainty of where and how the torrents of water will move or the variety of different capabilities that may be necessary to block them. It is based on set and narrow expectations of opponents, contexts and instruments that do not comport with post-Cold War realities. To extend the metaphor of containing flood waters, minimum deterrence requirements can now vary and change because weather and water flow can and will shift in unexpected ways. Consequently, a substantial hedge against uncertainty and constant attention to changing conditions may be critical. The convenient policies and force requirements mandated by the Cold War stability paradigm are unlikely to encompass the range of actual requirements needed to provide for this deterrence stability. Its narrow, ethnocentric assumptions about opponent and context, and associated narrow boundaries for defining “stabilizing” forces and policies allow little room for the enormous variation and uncertainties in all of these matters in a multidimensional threat environment.

Is this an explicit or implicit argument for US nuclear “superiority” as opposed to “parity” (whatever those terms mean)? No. Positing the requirement for any such general standards of force adequacy suffers from their elastic meanings as the basis for determining “how much is enough?” for deterrence. More importantly, however, long-familiar standards such as “superiority” or “parity”—even if well-defined—suggest that a single standard for effective deterrence is adequate. “Parity” suggests that this standard should be based on some measure of symmetry in nuclear forces. But US deterrence force requirements may have little relationship to any single standard, including a calculation of “parity” in force levels and types with whatever opponent is deemed the greatest threat.
In some cases, parity may well be adequate for deterrence. In other cases, effective deterrence strategies may demand underlying capabilities, local and strategic, that are very different from the opponent’s capabilities in size and type—perhaps far less capability will suffice, perhaps comparable or even greater capability will be needed. The point here is that the Cold War paradigm’s standard of adequacy that ties stability to parity and an equal balance of forces suffers from the underlying presumption that a symmetry of capabilities creating parity and balance somehow is a useful measure for deterrence requirements when, in fact, a spectrum of measures of adequacy may be needed, depending on the opponent and context. Again, the Cold War stability metaphor, deterrence requirement metric and force typology simply do not fit the diversity of the contemporary threat environment and should be recognized as an archaic basis for commentary on US deterrence capabilities.

Rather than suggesting a new general force adequacy standard, this is an argument for revising how we think about stability and its requirements. In contrast to the Cold War stability formula, it is reasonable to conclude that deterrence policies and capabilities in pursuit of stability must now be sufficiently flexible and tailored to support credible deterrence policies vis-à-vis a range of plausible nuclear threats, particularly including those apparent limited nuclear first-use threats posed by revisionist powers that appear to expect that stability at the strategic level provides them with some freedom to use nuclear weapons at the regional level. Western strategies and capabilities, nuclear and non-nuclear, should be structured to credibly deter this “theory of victory.” Doing so is a new deterrence requirement and Western policies/capabilities that help to deter such threats must be recognized as stabilizing—whether or not they fit with the Cold War typology; our
understanding of balance, stability and the adequacy of capabilities must catch up to this geopolitical reality.

A renewed understanding of deterrence stability must also include the need to assure opponents, to the extent possible, that their peaceful behavior will ensure comparably peaceful US behavior. Doing so may provide a basis for ultimately improving political relations diplomacy and deterrence—and thereby reducing the prospects for crises and conflicts that bring nuclear deterrence considerations to the forefront. Until international relations are transformed to be reliably cooperative and peaceful, this combination of diplomacy and deterrence—as opposed to global nuclear disarmament—remains the only realistically plausible route to security in the continuing nuclear age. As the final report of the bipartisan Congressional Commission on the Strategic Posture of the United States (the “Perry-Schlesinger Commission”) concluded: “The conditions that might make possible the global elimination of nuclear weapons are not present today and their creation would require a fundamental transformation of the world political order.”125

125 William Perry, James Schlesinger, et al., America’s Strategic Posture, op. cit., p. xvi.
Conclusion

A very particular Cold War concept of strategic stability is an enduring legacy of Cold War deterrence thought and jargon. How to achieve and sustain this form of stability has been the subject of innumerable books, articles and reports for decades, and examples abound illustrating how this particular definition of stability has shaped US policy and forces. This policy embrace is manifest in numerous open policy documents from the Cold War and since.

Despite the long history and elegant logic of this Cold War stability paradigm and its supposedly objective method of classifying US strategic force as stabilizing or destabilizing, it is an outmoded and inadequate guide for deterrence strategies today.

A major problem with continued advocacy from this Cold War stability concept and measure of forces follows generally from the fact that it is very narrowly conceived. It is predicated on a set of ethnocentric assumptions, originally about the US-Soviet relationship. In addition, it was bilateral, i.e., the role and potential effect of third parties on the stable balance were not part of the equation. And, in many ways, it assumed the parties’ similar perceptions and calculations in a stable balance of terror.

For example, it assumed that both US and Soviet motivations and goals pertinent to nuclear weapons were largely defensive and that decision making would be comparably “sensible”: the two parties were assumed to be driven by the overwhelming desire to avoid any sort of nuclear provocation to safeguard national survival—as opposed to being willing to accept nuclear risk, if necessary, to pursue desired expansionist goals. In addition, the needed mutual deterrence threats were assumed to be roughly symmetrical for both the United States and Soviet Union, i.e., threats to societal assets such as cities and industry—as opposed to a possible deterrence need for
some capability to threaten an opponent’s hardened military-political assets (such as forces and bunkers). Indeed, these latter “counterforce” capabilities were categorized as unnecessary for deterrence, destabilizing and for “war-fighting” purposes vice stable deterrence.

Given these simplifying assumptions of similarities, particularly including mirror imaging regarding the character of the opponents, strategic capabilities could be categorized as stabilizing or destabilizing according to formula, i.e., based on their compatibility with a stable balance of nuclear terror, as defined. But because the mirror imaging of opponents in the post-Cold War era is nearly certain to lead to mistaken expectations regarding opponents and the functioning of deterrence, the venerable Cold War stability paradigm and typology of forces may often be more misleading than enlightening.

The problem with this stability concept and approach to deterrence policy is its narrowness of perspective: its simplifying assumptions ignore or dismiss numerous geopolitical factors that may affect incentives to employ nuclear weapons, including the antagonists’ differing worldviews, conflicting goals, geographic positions, vulnerabilities and alliance relations. Only by ignoring their possible effect on the functioning of deterrence can the Cold War stability concept be deemed the appropriate guide for US policy and can US strategic forces be judged according to their compatibility with it.

The narrowness of the stability paradigm rendered it a problematic basis for US policy during the Cold War and declared policy eventually departed from it in key ways; those problems have been magnified greatly by post-Cold War geopolitical developments. Nevertheless, it remains an enduring basis for much continuing popular commentary on US deterrence policy and force posture—typically criticism. Despite the fact that, as senior DOD official Ellen Lord states, “well-intentioned directive policy changes and
de-emphasis of our nuclear deterrent resulted in decades of deferred investments in nuclear warheads, delivery systems, platforms, nuclear command, control, and communications and supporting infrastructure,”126 there continues to be vocal opposition to contemporary US deterrence policy and rebuilding programs based largely on this increasingly problematic Cold War stability paradigm and its typology of forces. Whether one believes that the current US missile defense and nuclear programs are necessary for deterrence or not, it must now be recognized that the Cold War stability paradigm is inadequate for considering the question.

During the most challenging period in US history, President Abraham Lincoln offered words of wisdom: “The dogmas of the quiet past are inadequate to the stormy present.... As our case is new, so must we think anew and act anew.”127 The Cold War stability paradigm is increasingly inadequate for US and allied security. Its dogmas emerged decades past, and a revised popular understanding of stability and deterrence requirements is needed—the goal being to provide a more informed basis for commentary regarding stability and the most effective deterrent to war possible in the context of new realities. Hopefully, an open, public discussion of this can begin—a discussion that is no longer burdened by the conceptual dogmas of the Cold War.
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